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Step One: 
Punch shapes out of scrap card stock in position desired for finished card. Reserve punched shapes. Apply removable adhesive to 
the remaining piece (the mask).

Faux Layers Tutorial 
December 2007/January 2008

TJ Anne Clack posted a card to the e-group that inspired this tutorial -- thanks, Anne! 
There are no layers on this card. The textured, layered look comes from of masking and inking. 

Supplies: 
- Stamps
- Ribbon/Stitching or Line Stamps
- Scrap Cardstock 
- Punch (Circles, Square, Tag, etc)
- Dye Inks in Coordinating Colors
- Markers or other Coloring Medium
- Ivory or White Card Stock, Cut to card size
- Chalk with Applicator
- Sponges for Applying Ink
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Step Three Continued: 
 

Step Two:
Adhere the mask to the front of the card in the desired position.

Step Three:
Stamp images in the negative space. Be certain to press firmly 
to apply ink along the edges of the image. Color with markers or 
other coloring medium.

Step Four:
Use sponge to apply ink around the images and into the  
remaining negative space.
 
 

Step Five:
Use the black marker to outline the shape. Remove the mask.
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Step Seven:
Stamp the ribbon, stitch or line stamp across the center of  
the masked images and cardstock to separate the card into  
distinct areas. 
 

Note:  
If the image does not stamp fully, use a matching marker to “fill 
in the blanks.”
 
 

Step Eight:
Apply removable adhesive to the scrap cardstock, and place on 
the edge of the stitch/ribbon stamp, leaving one half of the card 
stock exposed.

Step Six:
Apply removable adhesive to the reserved punched shapes and apply over the stamped and colored areas to create masks for them.

Step Nine
Stamp images over the exposed card, making certain to stamp 
over and around the masked shapes.
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Step Twelve:
Stamp images over the exposed card, making certain to stamp 
over and around the masked shapes. 

Step Thirteen:
Use sponge to apply ink around the images and into the re-
maining negative space. Remove masks.
 
 

Step Thirteen Continued:

Step Ten:
Use sponge to apply ink around the images and into the remain-
ing negative space.

Step Fourteen:
Use the chalk applicator to apply black or dark chalk around 
the bottom and the left edges of the punch shapes (outside the 
marker lines) to create a shadow.

Step Eleven:
Move the scrap cardstock to the other side of the card, leaving 
the other half of the card stock exposed.
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Step Fifteen:
Stamp additional Verses or Words on the card, if desired.

Finished Card
Finished Piece by: Pat Huntoon
Stamps: The Angel Company, Close To My Heart
Close To My Heart designs are © CTMH Co.

Finished Card
Artwork: Mary Ellen Harrison
Stamps: The Angel Company, Close To My Heart
Close To My Heart designs are © CTMH Co.
 

Finished Card
Artwork: Mary Ellen Harrison
Stamps: Stampin’ Up! Close to My Heart,  
Inkadinkadoo 
© 1990-2008 Stampin’ Up! 
Close To My Heart designs are © CTMH Co.
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Finished Card
Artwork:  Kimm Bennington-Thompson
Stamps: Stampin’ Up!  
© 1990-2008 Stampin’ Up! 

Finished Card
Artwork: Jane Bosi
Stamps: Stampin’ Up!, The Angel Company 
© 1990-2008 Stampin’ Up!  

Finished Card
Artwork: Pat Huntoon
Stamps: Stampin’ Up!  
© 1990-2008 Stampin’ Up!

Finished Card
Artwork: Kimm Bennington-Thompson
Stamps: Stampin’ Up!  
© 1990-2008 Stampin’ Up!


